
• Thorough Preparation Is A Key Antidote to Test Anxiety
• Practice Essay & Problem-Solving Questions At Test Speed
• Practice Positive Thinking
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Chapter 33 Test Anxiety Solutions

Taking an exam is not a day at the beach. There will be pressure. And a little pressure is fine, it
focuses the mind. But if you become anxious, that can shut down your brain. So, relieving anxiety
is one of the keys to performing well on an exam.

Lori McGregor
Academic Success Counselor
Clemson University
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“Taking pre-mock tests always helps. Any sort of question that’s similar to the
test questions that you’re going to be getting. It could even be an old test by the
same instructor where you get some practice.”

Dr. Craig Nelson, Anatomy & Physiology, Prairie State College

Lori McGregor helps students cope with test
anxiety at Clemson University. Here are a few
of her suggestions for keeping calm.

“Nobody functions well when they are anxious. Anxiety clouds your thinking
and makes you make stupid mistakes. The best thing is preparation.”

“What a lot of students do with math problems is when they do their homework,
they work their problems at a much slower pace...but when they get to the exam,
they’ve got to work faster. And they’re not used to working them at that fast
pace. So, I encourage students to do their homework at the same pace you’re
going to have to do the problems on the exam. So, you’re actually practicing at
that level.”

PRACTICE
EXAMS

STUDY AT
EXAM SPEED

PRACTICE
POSITIVE
THINKING

“If they’re used to worrying, I have them actually
write some thoughts down on a card that are more
neutral.”  

“If they can get used to just replacing the worrying thoughts with the more neutral thoughts, over
time, they typically become more used to the neutral thoughts and that becomes their mode.”

I’m going to answer every question. 
I’m going to focus on the material. 

I really studied for this test. 

           


